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Lori E-RYT 500: Lead Trainer 

 

My Story 

I first came to these ancient practices through yoga over 17 years ago as a way 

to exercise my body and relieve the stress of being a young single mother; I 

received both of those things & so much more. Not only was I able to navigate 

raising my children while putting myself through college & graduate school, as I 

began unwinding and unfurling my body I realized that as my muscles were 

unbinding old traumas, wounds, & stories began to unbind as well. Each time a 

layer released, I discovered yet another one underneath ready to be freed; thus 

began my journey deep into the underworld where I discovered the true depth to 

my humanity through FEELING my emotions. These practices helped me navigate 



trauma, abuse, divorce, marriage, parenting, nerve damage, chronic pain, love, 

fear,...LIFE! 

It was in these depths where I realized that within pain there could be found 

Bliss. 

Through this practice I found, and still find, all of the tools necessary to create 

balance and freedom in my life. I am constantly seeking new tools and teachings 

to deepen my own practice as well as to share with those who are called to work 

with me. While on this path I have accumulated over 1500 training hours 

studying the 8 limbs of yoga, Tantra, shamanism, religion & spirituality, depth 

psychology, astrology, archetypal psychology, leadership, & trauma informed 

yoga; I am a certified Thai yoga practitioner, an ordained priestess & ordained 

minister. It is through these teachings from master teachers, as well as my own 

experiences, that I realized the deepest teachings come from the curriculum of 

our own lives. Everyone is the Guru. When we are willing to go into the dark 

places inside of ourselves & bring light to all that is hidden we find freedom & 

liberation.  

In addition to the spiritual teachings I have received; I have a degree in 

Education and I have a gift for curriculum design and delivery. I have taught 

yoga teacher trainings since 2015 and prior to that I taught Elementary school 

and Physical Geography at Northern Illinois University. I have the experience, 

knowledge and tools to guide you to your fullest potential and would be 

honored to join you on your journey. 



Dr. Manoj Chalam: Form & Formless Yoga Philosophy 

 

 

These days people call Manoj a “spiritual stand up comedian” but he often 

falls flat on his face and that keeps his ego in check. Manoj uses an 

entertaining story telling style using Hindu/Buddhist deities in his workshops 

to illuminate deep Vedanta philosophy and help people in their hero’s journey. 

An Indian-born scientist with a PhD in Chemical Engineering from Cornell 

University, Manoj helps individuals find their archetypes in Hindu Yogic 

deities and teaches the 5 practices to work with their archetype as a Vedantic 

practice. He has also compiled a book on the symbolism of Hindu and Buddhist 

deity archetypes.  

 

 

 

 



Farrah Forsyth (E-RYT): Yoga Nidra 

 

My love and devotion to yoga began 18 years ago leading me to become a 

certified teacher in the Hatha tradition in 2006. I have continued my education 

with studies in Vinyasa, Restorative, Yin, and Nidra. I strive to provide a calm 

and safe space to explore, recharge, and heal deeply from within. I encourage 

students to always honor their body in the moment and to make the practice 

their own. I am known for my soothing voice and  I love ending classes with 

relaxing guided meditation. My personal practice has seen me through many of 

life’s opportunities from injury to grief, as well as defining dedication, patience, 

and loving with all of my being.  My commitment to this practice inspires me to 

continuously expand my knowledge through informal life experiences presented 

daily, as well as formal opportunities such as training's and endless self study, 

deepening my desire to assist others in finding a happier and healthier 

well-being on and off the mat. 



Kim Hourston: Felt Anatomy 

 

 

 

Yoga Teacher, Rolfer, Visceral Body Worker, Massage Therapist since 1982 

Training & Certifications: 

1980 | Boulder School of Massage Therapy 

1985 | CranioSacral Therapy Training 

1989 | Aikido Black Belt 

1993 | Certified Rolfer 

2000 | Certified Advanced Rolfer 

2000 | Visceral Manipulation Training 

2007 | Scar Tissue Release Training 

2012 | Yoga Practice 

2016 | Certified Yoga Teacher ~ 200 hours (Yoga Alliance Certification Training) 

2016 | Fundamental Yoga Nidra Training ~ 18 hours 

2016 | Applied Anatomy Intensive ~ 18 hours 

2016 | Yin Yoga Exploration ~ 14 hours 



Anne Spear (E-RYT): Prenatal 

 

 

Anne’s style of teaching is to make yoga authentically accessible to everyone 

with consideration to their unique needs. She has practiced yoga for 20 years 

and has been teaching yoga since 2015. She is a certified PRYT Prenatal yoga 

teacher with additional trainings in postpartum yoga and her personal practice 

has also included both prenatal and postnatal yoga. Additionally, she is a 

certified Postpartum Corrective Exercise Specialist and biomechanics enthusiast. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Mark Reeves (E-RYT_: Beginner’s 

 

Mark moved to Colorado in 2008 from Pennsylvania with the intention of 

completing a master’s degree in contemplative psychotherapy but quickly found 

himself on the path of yoga. It was during this chaotic time of transition he 

discovered Vipassana meditation and yoga as a way to ground himself in the 

groundlessness of living. He spent the next 6 years working with and through 

resistance to his practice and in 2014 he enrolled in Soul Tree Yoga Teacher 

training in Krama Vinyasa and truly discovered his devotion to meditation, yoga, 

and the gratitude for 6 years of resistance to them both. He quit his job of eight 

years and now uses his own experience with practice to make compassion 

accessible to all his students by offering a safe environment to explore, play, 

and get curious about the possibilities that already exist in each of us. Through 

the use of pranayama, asana, and meditation, it is his intention to allow 

students of any level find healing and deep peace from within, while still giving 

a realistic and grounded approach to the deeper aspects of yogic and meditative 

practice. He truly believes and embodies the notion that, Yoga is not about being 



flexible or even making yourself flexible. It is about meeting your inflexibility 

with kindness and curiosity. It is about holding ourselves in gentleness 

underneath the challenge of postures, and finding our true selves by coming into 

our bodies with love rather than an agenda to fix or change something. When we 

allow ourselves to feel, with presence and honesty, we seek to evolve and grow 

but still consistently allow self-compassion and grace to flourish beneath the 

effort. 

 

Melissa Carey (E-RYT): Trauma Informed Teaching 

 

Melissa graduated from Naropa with her degree in Yoga and has been teaching 

trauma informed yoga for veterans and survivors of sexual trauma since 2015. 

She is a gifted bodyworker and healing medicine woman who is a singer and an 

artist as well! 

 


